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GLOBAL STABILITY OF TRAVELING WAVES
FOR AN AREA PRESERVING CURVATURE FLOW
WITH CONTACT ANGLE CONDITION
TAKASHI KAGAYA
Abstract. We consider an evolving plane curve with two endpoints that can move
freely on the x-axis with generating constant contact angles. We discuss the asymptotic
behavior of global-in-time solutions when the evolution of this plane curve is governed by
area-preserving curvature flow equation. The main result shows that any moving curve
converges to a traveling wave if the moving curve starts from an embedded convex curve
and remains bounded in global time.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the geometrical behavior of the area-
preserving curvature flow of a planar curve having two endpoints on the x-axis with
fixed interior contact angles to this axis. The problem is formulated as follows. Let
X(p, t) = (x(p, t), y(p, t)) : [−1, 1]× [0, T )→ R2 represents the position of the curve γ(t)
at time t. Denote by s the arc-length parameter along γ(t) measured from X(−1, t) to
X(1, t). The unit normal vector N and the signed curvature κ are defined by
N :=
(
−∂y
∂s
,
∂x
∂y
)
, κ :=
〈(
∂2x
∂s2
,
∂2y
∂s2
)
,N
〉
,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the Euclidean inner product defined on R2. The motion is governed by〈
∂X
∂t
,N
〉
= κ−
∫
γ(t)
κ ds
L(t)
,(1.1)
y(±1, t) = 0,(1.2)
N (−1, t) = (− sinψ−, cosψ−), N (1, t) = (sinψ+, cosψ+),(1.3)
where L(t) is the length of γ(t) and ψ± ∈ (0, pi) are constants. We assume that
(A1) X(·, 0) is injective and x(−1, 0) < x(1, 0)
In this case, the normal vector N is outward pointing at t = 0. The angles ψ− and ψ+
are interior contact angles at the endpoints X(−1, t) and X(1, t), respectively (see Figure
1). Our aim is to study the asymptotic behavior of the flow as t→∞.
Before stating our main results and motivation in detail, we discuss some known re-
sults associated with our problem. The family of Jordan curves governed by (1.1) was
introduced by Gage [12] as the L2-gradient flow of the length of a Jordan curve under the
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Figure 1. Direction of the contact angles and the unit normal vector.
area-preserving variations. Therefore, the length of γ(t) is non-increasing in time, while
the area enclosed by γ(t) is preserved for the area-preserving curvature flow {γ(t)}. This
variational structure indicates that if γ(t) exists globally in time, then it converges to a
critical point for length under the area constraint, that is, a circle. Indeed, he proved this
fact for convex initial curves through the global-in-time existence of the flow. The local
exponential stability of the circles without the assumption of the convexity on the initial
curves was proved in [11] and the exponential convergence of arbitrary global-in-time flow
to a circle was proved in [18].
On the other hand, the free boundary problem (1.1)–(1.3) can be introduced as a formal
L2-gradient flow of
(1.4) E(γ) := L(γ)− x+(γ) cosψ+ + x−(γ) cosψ−
under the constraint so that the (signed) area
(1.5) Aγ :=
1
2
∫
γ
〈Xγ,Nγ〉 ds
is preserved, where γ is a simple curve having two endpoints on the x-axis, L(γ) is its
length, x+(γ) (resp. x−(γ)) is the x-coordinate of the right (resp. left) endpoint of γ, Xγ
is the position of γ and Nγ is the outward pointing unit normal vector. We note that Aγ
coincide with the area enclosed by γ and the x-axis if γ is in the upper half space (see [24],
for example). Therefore, we may expect that any global-in-time solution of (1.1)–(1.3)
converges to a critical point of E under the area constraint. However, if ψ+ 6= ψ−, then
the functional E is not bounded from below and there is no critical point (see also Remark
2.5). Thus, the asymptotic behavior of global solutions to (1.1)–(1.3) is not obvious in
view of the variational structure. Under the assumption that
(A’) γ(0) is C2 and a concave graph (i.e. κ < 0) over the x-axis, and satisfies (1.2),
(1.3) for t = 0, and (A1),
the free boundary problem (1.1)–(1.3) was studied by Shimojo and the author [21]. In
particular, they proved the following statements.
• The curve γ(t) remains uniformly bounded in global time, and γ(t) is a concave
graph at any time.
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• There exists a traveling wave such that the profile curve W(0) is a concave graph
and it is unique up to the scaling and the translation parallel to the x-axis. Here,
the traveling wave is defined by a classical global-in-time solution to (1.1)–(1.3)
for which the curve W(t) satisfies
(1.6) W(t) =W(0) + ct~e1,
where ~e1 = (1, 0) and c ∈ R is some constant.
• Any traveling wave is locally exponentially stable. That is, if the curvature of γ(0)
is sufficiently “close” to the curvature of W(0) and if the area enclosed by γ(0)
and the x-axis is equal to the area enclosed byW(0) and the x-axis, γ(t) converges
exponentially to W(t) + a~e1 under the Hausdorff metric for some a ∈ R.
We note that they only study the case ψ± ∈ (0, pi/2) so that the initial curve γ(0) and
the profile curve W(0) can be assumed to represent concave graphs. For the case of more
general contact angles, the author and Kohsaka [14] studied the existence of traveling
waves and geometric properties of these traveling waves under an assumption associated
to the winding number − ∫W(0) κW ds = ψ+ + ψ−, where κW is the curvature of the
profile curve W(0). They proved the existence of a traveling wave for any contact angles
ψ± ∈ (0, pi). Furthermore, the traveling wave is concave and unique up to scaling and
translation (see Theorem 3.8 for details).
Based on the known results, we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of a solution
to our problem without the assumptions that the initial curve is a graph or the “closeness”
between the initial curve and a traveling wave. The first result of the present paper is
local-in-time existence and uniqueness of a solution to (1.1)–(1.3). We assupme (A1) and
X(·, 0) ∈ C2([−1, 1]) and satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) for t = 0,(A2)
−
∫
γ(0)
κ(·, 0) ds = ψ+ + ψ−,(A3)
and find a unique solution X satisfying
(1.7)
∣∣∣∣∂X(p, t)∂p
∣∣∣∣ = L(t)2 for p ∈ [−1, 1].
Since the solution can be re-parametrized with respect to p ∈ (−1, 1), the solution X
to (1.1)–(1.3) is not unique without the restriction (1.7), while the time evolution of the
shape γ(t) is unique.
Theorem 1.1. Assume (A1)–(A3). Let α ∈ (1/2, 1) be an arbitrary constant. Then,
there exists a time T > 0 such that a unique smooth solution
(1.8) X ∈ C1+α,(1+α)/2([−1, 1]× [0, T )) ∩ C∞([−1, 1]× (0, T ))
to (1.1)–(1.3) satisfying (1.7) exists.
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We note that the argument for Theorem 1.1 is based on analytic semigroup theory
as in [21]. Since the flow is unique, we can discuss the stability of the traveling waves
W(t) obtained by [14] by studying the asymptotic behavior of global-in-time solutions to
(1.1)–(1.3). In the present paper, we also assume the following properties to study the
asymptotic behavior of solutions:
(A4) The initial curve is concave, i.e., κ(p, 0) < 0 for p ∈ [−1, 1].
(A5) The solution obtained in Theorem 1.1 exists in global time.
(A6) There exists a constant c1 > 0 such that sup(p,t)∈(−1,1)×(0,∞) |κ(p, t)| ≤ c1.
(A7) There exists a constant c2 > 0 such that supt∈(0,∞) L(t) ≤ c2.
We denote by A(t) and AW the (signed) areas
A(t) :=
1
2
∫
γ(t)
〈X,N〉 ds,(1.9)
AW :=
1
2
∫
W(0)
〈XW ,NW〉 ds,(1.10)
where XW and NW are the position and the outward pointing unit normal vector of the
profile curve W(0), respectively. The area A(t) is preserved with respect to time t (see
Lemma 3.1). Because the concavity of γ(t) is preserved (see Lemma 3.3), A(t) coincides
with the area enclosed by γ(t) and the x-axis if the curve γ(t) is simple. We note that
we do not know whether γ(t) is simple or not for t > 0 even if we assume the simplicity
of the initial curve γ(0) as in (A1) (see also Remark 3.4). The possibility of a loss of
embeddedness makes it difficult to prove the global boundedness in (A6) and (A7) in
general (see also Remark 3.5). The main result is stated as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Let γ(t) be the family of curve obtained in Theorem 1.1. Assume (A4)–
(A7). Let W(t) be the traveling wave obtained by [14] such that AW = A(0). Denote
by κ(·, t) and κ∗ the curvatures of γ(t) and W(0), respectively. Then, κ(·, t) converges
exponentially to κ∗ in C∞, and there exists a constant a ∈ R such that γ(t) converges to
W(t) + a~e1 under the Hausdorff metric, where ~e1 = (1, 0).
As we mentioned, Shimojo and the author [21] proved the uniformly boundedness of
the solution under the assumption (A’). That is, (A5)–(A7) hold only if we assume (A’).
Therefore the following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 1.3. Let γ(0) satisfies (A’). Denote by γ(t) and W(t) the global-in-time solu-
tion to (1.1)–(1.3) obtained by [21] and the traveling wave obtained by [14, 21] such that
AW = A(0), respectively. Then, κ(·, t) converges exponentially to κ∗ in C∞ and there ex-
ists a constant a ∈ R such that γ(t) converges to W(t) + a~e1 under the Hausdorff metric,
where κ(·, t) and κ∗ are the curvature of γ(t) and W(0), respectively.
We now recall some results related to our problem. As previously mentioned, Gage [12]
proved that any flow starting from a convex Jordan curve and governed by (1.1) converges
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to a circle. Chao, Ling and Wang [6] gave a detailed proof of the result by Gage [12] by
analyzing the the uniformly boundedness of the curvature. We note that their argument
for showing the uniformly boundedness of the curvature seems to be difficult to modify
for our problem. For the motion of a graph governed by 〈∂X
∂t
,N〉 = κ+ 1, (1.2) and (1.3),
Guo, Matano, Shimojo and Wu [13] studied the asymptotic behavior of solution. They
proved the global-in-time existence of a unique solution for any initial graph (without
a concavity assumption on the initial graph) and gave a classification of the asymptotic
behavior of the solution, namely, any solution either (A) expands far away as t → ∞,
(B) remains bounded and converges to a traveling wave as t → ∞, or (C) shrinks to a
point in finite time. In particular, the convergence in the case (B) was proved without
any “closeness” assumption between the initial graph and a traveling wave. However, it
is difficult to apply their arguments to our problem because the arguments are based on
the zero-number principle as in [3]. In general, the zero-number principle does not hold
for differential equations such as (1.1) that have a nonlocal term.
We also remark that various geometric flows with contact angle conditions similar to
ours have been studied. For example, we refer the reader to [4, 5, 7, 20] for the curve-
shortening flows, [9] for the area-preserving curvature flows and [1, 15] for the surface
diffusion.
Area-preserving curvature flows can also be studies for general closed curves. Gage [12]
also suggested an example that should exhibit a loss of embeddedness and a blow-up of the
curvature for a flow starting from a non-convex embedded curve. These singularities were
confirmed numerically by Mayer [17]. The motion of a non-simple closed curve was studied
by [10, 22, 23] and, in particular, threshold properties between blow-up and global-in-time
existence of the flow were discussed. Escher and Ito [10] proved that the curvature blows
up in finite time if the rotation index of the initial curve is 1 and the signed area defined
by the integration of the support function as in (1.9) is negative. A criterion similar to
that above appears in area-preserving curvature flow with free boundary for convex closed
curves [16], and also possibly appears in our problem (see Remark 3.11).
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove the existence of
a unique short time solution as in Theorem 1.1. In Section 3, we study the uniform
negativity of the curvature. Some known results are also stated in details to discuss the
stability of the traveling waves. The known results relate to the existence theory for
traveling waves in [14] and the local stability theory of the traveling waves in [21]. In
Section 4, we construct a Lyapunov functional of the curvature and analyze the ω-limit
points of the curvature. Because the Lyapunov functional does not depend on the position
of a curve, it follows that we will find a different energy structure from the variational
structure following from (1.4). We also prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 4.
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2. Short time existence
In [21], the short time existence of a flow governed by (1.1)–(1.3) starting from a concave
graph γ(0) was studied. Our goal is to extend their argument to apply to our problem
without the assumption that the initial curve γ(0) is a graph. For the reader’s convenience,
we summarize the argument from [21]. They first rewrite the evolution equation using
the length L(t) and the angle Θ between the tangent vector of a solution X and the
x-axis from the evolution equation using the height function y(x, t) of γ(t). If we apply
a scaling, then the problem can be converted into a simple semi-linear problem, which
makes it possible to apply the well-documented general theory for semi-linear problems.
We apply the same argument below. We also note that the original argument comes from
[13].
Let T be the tangent vector for a solution X, that is,
T :=
(
∂x
∂s
,
∂y
∂s
)
.
Since the motion is governed by (1.1), there exists some function α : (−1, 1)× (0, T ) such
that
(2.1)
∂X
∂t
=
(
κ−
∫
γ(t)
κ ds
L(t)
)
N + αT .
The angle function Θ is defined by
(2.2) T (p, t) = (cos Θ(p, t), sin Θ(p, t)) for (p, t) ∈ [−1, 1]× [0, T ),
Denote by υ(p, t) the length element of γ(t), that is,
υ(p, t) :=
∣∣∣∣∂F∂p (p, t)
∣∣∣∣ for (p, t) ∈ [−1, 1]× [0, T ).
Therefore, the following equality holds:
(2.3)
∂
∂s
=
1
υ
∂
∂p
.
We also note that the relation
(2.4)
∂Θ
∂s
=
1
υ
∂Θ
∂p
= κ
holds. The following lemma will be applied to introduce a semi-linear problem and to
analyze some geometric properties of γ(t). We remark that we do not assume (1.7) in
this lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Assume a smooth solution (1.8) to (1.1)–(1.3) with the initial assumptions
(A1)–(A3) exists in some time interval [0, T ). Then, the curvature κ of γ(t) satisfies
(2.5) κt = κss + ακs + κ
2
(
κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
for − 1 ≤ p ≤ 1, 0 < t < T,
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Furthermore, α, υ and Θ satisfy
α(±1, t) = ± cotψ±
(
κ(±1, t) + ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
for 0 < t < T,(2.6)
∂υ
∂t
=
{
−
(
κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
κ+ αs
}
υ for − 1 ≤ p ≤ 1, 0 < t < T,(2.7)
∂Θ
∂t
= κs + ακ for − 1 ≤ p ≤ 1, 0 < t < T.(2.8)
Proof. By virtue of the assumption (A3), − ∫
γ(t)
κ ds = ψ+ + ψ− holds for t ∈ [0, T ).
Therefore, (2.1) can be re-formulated as
(2.9)
∂X
∂t
=
(
κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
N + αT .
For the equalities (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8), we refer to [8, Section 1.3]. We prove only (2.6).
By differentiating (1.2) with respect to t, we see that ∂y
∂t
(±1, t) = 0. Furthermore, by
virtue of (1.3) and the choice of the direction of N , we may see that the y-coordinate of
N and T are cosψ± and ∓ sinψ± at p = ±1, respectively. Therefore, the equality (2.6)
follows from the y-coordinate of (2.9). 
Using (2.6) and (2.7), we can calculate the derivative of the length L(t) and the x-
coordinate of the left endpoint x(−1, t).
Lemma 2.2. Assume a smooth solution (1.8) to (1.1)–(1.3) with the initial assumptions
(A1)–(A3) exists in some time interval [0, T ). Then, the length L(t) of γ(t) and the
x-coordinate of the left endpoint x(−1, t) satisfy
d
dt
L(t) = cotψ+
(
κ(1, t) +
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
+ cotψ−
(
κ(−1, t) + ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
+
(ψ+ + ψ−)2
L(t)
−
∫
γ(t)
κ2 ds,
(2.10)
∂x
∂t
(−1, t) = − 1
sinψ−
(
κ(−1, t) + ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
.(2.11)
Proof. First, we prove (2.10). By virtue of (2.7), we have
d
dt
L(t) =
d
dt
∫ 1
−1
υ dp =
∫ 1
−1
∂υ
∂t
dp =
∫
γ(t)
−
(
κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
κ+ αs ds.
Since − ∫
γ(t)
κ ds = ψ+ + ψ− follows from the assumption (A3), we obtain (2.10) by
substituting (2.6) into the above equality.
The equality (2.11) follows from (2.6) and the x-coordinate of (2.9) since the x-coordinate
of N and T are − sinψ− and cosψ− at p = −1, respectively. 
We now use a parameter p satisfying (1.7) to determine α.
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Lemma 2.3. Assume a smooth solution (1.8) to (1.1)–(1.3) with the initial assumptions
(A1)–(A3) exists in some time interval [0, T ). Let the parameter p of X be chosen to
satisfy (1.7). Then, α in (2.1) is given by
(2.12) α(p, t) =
∫ p
−1
2
L(t)κ
(
κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
+
L′(t)
2
dp− cotψ−
(
κ(−1, t) + ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
for (p, t) ∈ [−1, 1]× (0, T ), where L′(t) is the derivative of L(t) with respect to t.
Proof. Let 〈·, ·〉 be the Euclidean inner product defined on R2 and V denote by the normal
velocity κ+(ψ+ +ψ−)/L(t) for simplicity. Differentiating square of the both side of (1.7),
we obtain
L(t)L′(t)
2
= 2〈Xpt, Xp〉 = 2〈(VN + αT )p, Xp〉
=
(L(t))2
2
〈(VN + αT )s, T 〉 = (L(t))
2
2
(αs − κV ).
Here, the relation (2.3) and the Frenet-Serret formula Ns = −κT have used. This implies
(2.13) αp =
L(t)κV + L′(t)
2
.
Integrating (2.13) on the interval [−1, p] and substituting (2.6), we have (2.12). 
Now use the transformations
(2.14) z :=
s+ 1
2
, τ :=
∫ t
0
dt˜
(L(t˜))2
and let v(z, τ) := Θ(p, t), η(τ) := logL(t). Then, by (2.4), (2.8), (2.10) and (2.12), we see
that v and η satisfy
(2.15)

vτ = vzz + (P (z, τ) +Q(τ)z)vz for 0 < z < 1, τ > 0,
η′(τ) = Q(τ) for τ > 0,
v(0, τ) = ψ−, v(1, τ) = −ψ− for τ > 0,
where
P (z, τ) = (ψ+ + ψ−)(v − ψ− − cosψ−)− vz(0, τ) cotψ− +
∫ z
0
v2z dz,
Q(τ) = cotψ+(vz(1, τ) + ψ+ + ψ−) + cotψ−(vz(0, τ) + ψ+ + ψ−) + (ψ+ + ψ−)2 −
∫ 1
0
v2z dz.
We have applied (1.3), a choice of the direction for N , and the definition of Θ (2.2) to
introduce the boundary condition of (2.15). If we obtain a solution (v, η) to (2.15), then
we can construct an angle function Θ and a length L(t) by inverting the transformations
(2.14). Hence a solution to (1.1)–(1.3) can be constructed from Θ, L(t) and the left
endpoint x(−1, 0) as
(2.16)
x(p, t) = x(−1, 0)− 1
sinψ−
∫ t
0
2
L(t˜)
Θp(−1, t˜) + ψ+ + ψ−
L(t˜)
dt˜+
∫ p
−1
L(t)
2
cos Θ(p˜, t) dp˜,
y(p, t) =
∫ p
−1
L(t)
2
sin Θ(p˜, t) dp˜.
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This formulation is obtained by integrating (2.2) and (2.11) with respect to s and t,
respectively. Thus, it is enough to study the short time existence of solutions to (2.15)
to prove Theorem 1.1. Equation (2.15) has already been studied in [21], where analytic
semigroup theory was applied to obtain a local-in-time solution and show its uniqueness.
In the present paper, we mention some details of the statements of existence, and refer to
[13, 21] for the proof.
Lemma 2.4. Assume v0 ∈ Cα+ε([0, 1]) for some α ∈ (1/2, 1), ε ∈ (0, 1− α) and
(2.17) v0(0) = ψ−, v0(1) = −ψ+.
Suppose that v0 and η0 ∈ R satisfy
‖v0‖Cα([0,1]) + η0 ≤ N
for some constant N > 0. Then there exist a positive constant T1 depending only on N
such that a unique classical solution
v ∈ Cα,α/2([0, 1]× [0, T1]) ∩ C∞([0, 1]× (0, T1]), η ∈ C([0, T1]) ∩ C∞((0, T1])
to (2.15) with v(·, 0) = v0 and η(0) = η0 exists. Furthermore, the following estimates
hold.
(i) There exists a positive constant N1 depending only on N such that
‖v(·, τ)‖Cα([0,1]) + |η(τ)| ≤ N1, τ 1−α2 ‖v(·, τ)‖C1([0,1]) ≤ N1 for τ ∈ [0, T1].
(ii) For any T0 ∈ (0, T1) and k ∈ N, there exists a positive constant N2 depending only
on N, k and T0 such that
‖v‖Ck+α,(k+α)/2([0,1]×[T0,T1]) + ‖η‖C(k+α)/2([T0,T1]) ≤ N2.
(iii) If (v, η), (v˜, η˜) are solutions with initial data (v0, η0), (v˜0, η˜0) satisfying (2.17), re-
spectively, then there exists a positive constant N3 depending only on N such that
for any τ ∈ (0, T1],
‖v(·, τ)− v˜(·, τ)‖Cα([0,1]) + τ 1−α2 ‖vy(·, τ)− v˜y(·, τ)‖C([0,1]) + |η(τ)− η˜(τ)|
≤ N3(‖v0 − v˜0‖Cα([0,1]) + |η0 − η˜0|).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We re-parametrize X(·, 0) so that (1.7) with t = 0 holds if neces-
sary. From (A2), the function v(·, 0) constructed by the definition of the angle function
(2.2) and the transformations (2.14) satisfies v(·, 0) ∈ C1([0, 1]) and (2.17). Therefore, we
can obtain a unique solution (v, η) to (2.15) starting from (v(·, 0), logL(0)) by applying
Lemma 2.4. A classical solution X to (1.1)–(1.3) satisfying (1.7) can be constructed from
(v, η) and x(−1, 0) by using the inverse of the transformations (2.14) and parametrization
(2.16), and we can see that the solution satisfies the regularity (1.8). The uniqueness of
X follows from the uniqueness of (v, η) obtained in Lemma 2.4. 
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Remark 2.5. Using a similar argument for (2.11), we can obtain
(2.18)
∂x
∂t
(1, t) =
1
sinψ+
(
κ(1, t) +
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
.
Substituting (2.11) and (2.18) into (2.10), we have
d
dt
(L(t)− x(1, t) cosψ+ + x(−1, t) cosψ−) = (ψ+ + ψ−)
2
L(t)
−
∫
γ(t)
κ2 ds(
= −
∫
γ(t)
(
κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)2
ds
)
.
Therefore, the energy functional (1.4) is a non-increasing function in time t. Furthermore,
the area A(t) defined by (1.9) is preserved with respect to time t (see Lemma 3.1). As
mentioned in the introduction, these structures indicate that a global-in-time solution to
(1.1)–(1.3) converges to a minimizer of the following problem:
min{E(γ) : γ satisfies the following properties (i) and (ii)}.
(i) γ is a simple curve having two endpoints on the x-axis.
(ii) The area Aγ defined by (1.5) equals some constant A > 0.
However, if we assume the existence of a minimizer (and also a critical point of E under
the area restriction), then the curvature of the curve should be constant and the curve
will generate the interior contact angles ψ± on the endpoints. Since the contact angles
at the intersections of a circle and a line should be the same, we obtain a contradiction
if we assume ψ+ 6= ψ−. Therefore, there is no minimizer (and also no critical point) if
ψ+ 6= ψ−.
We can also see the nonexistence of minimizers (and also critical points) and the un-
boundedness of E from a different perspective. Fix a curve γ satisfying (i) and (ii). Then,
the translated curves γ + t~e1 also satisfy (i) and (ii) for any t ∈ R, where ~e1 = (1, 0). It
is easy to see that
d
dt
E(γ + t~e1) =
d
dt
(L(γ + t~e1)− x+(γ + t~e1) cosψ+ + x−(γ + t~e1) cosψ−)
= cosψ− − cosψ+.
Therefore, the energy functional E is changes linearly with respect to the translation of γ
if ψ+ 6= ψ−. This shows the nonexistence of minimizers (and also critical points) and the
unboundedness of E when ψ+ 6= ψ−.
3. Preliminaries
This section lists some necessary estimates and known results for proving the conver-
gence of a global-in-time solution of (1.1)–(1.3) for a traveling wave.
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3.1. Uniformly negativity of the curvature. In this section, we study the preserva-
tion of area and concavity. First, we prove that the area A(t) is preserved.
Lemma 3.1. Assume (A1)–(A4) and let X be the solution to (1.1)–(1.3) obtained by
Theorem 1.1. Then,
A(t) = A(0) for t ∈ (0, T ).
Proof. Let V be the normal velocity κ + (ψ+ + ψ−)/L(t) for simplicity. From (2.8), we
obtain
(3.1)
d
dt
N = d
dt
(− sin Θ(p, t), cos Θ(p, t)) = −(κs + ακ)T .
Applying (1.2), (1.3), (2.1), (2.6), (2.7), (3.1), the Frenet-Serret formulas Ts = κN ,
Ns = −κT and integration by parts, we see that
d
dt
A(t) =
d
dt
1
2
∫
γ(t)
〈X,N〉 ds
=
1
2
∫
γ(t)
V − 〈X, (κs + ακ)T 〉+ 〈X,N〉(−V κ+ αs) ds
=
1
2
∫
γ(t)
V − 〈X, (V T )s〉+ 〈X, (αN )s〉 ds
=
∫
γ(t)
V ds− 1
2
{
(α sin Θ + V cos Θ)x(p, t)
}∣∣∣1
p=−1
= 0.
Therefore, we obtain the conclusion. 
We will need the following isoperimetric inequality to prove the preservation of concav-
ity.
Lemma 3.2. Assume (A1)–(A4) and let X be the solution to (1.1)–(1.3) obtained by
Theorem 1.1. Then,
(3.2) L(t) ≥
√
2piA(0) for t ∈ [0, T ).
Proof. Let γ˜(t) denote the mirror image of γ(t) with respect to the x-axis, i.e.,
γ˜(t) = {X˜(p, t) = (x(p, t),−y(p, t))},
where (x(p, t), y(p, t)) is the position of γ(t). Then, the outward pointing unit normal
vector N˜ can be defined as
N˜ = (Nx,−Ny),
where Nx and Ny is the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate of the unit normal vector N
of γ(t). Furthermore, the (singed) area enclosed by γ(t) and γ˜(t) can be defined as
1
2
∫
γ(t)
〈X,N〉 ds+ 1
2
∫
˜γ(t)
〈X˜, N˜ 〉 ds
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and it coincide with 2A(t) by virtue of the definition of γ˜(t). Since A(t) is preserved in
time and the length of γ˜(t) equals 2L(t), we obtain by the isoperimetric inequality for
closed curves (see, for example, [19])
2A(0) = 2A(t) ≤ (2L(t))
2
4pi
.
This implies the conclusion. 
We now prove that the concavity is preserved for any solution.
Lemma 3.3. Assume (A1)–(A4) and let X be the solution to (1.1)–(1.3) obtained by
Theorem 1.1. Θ denotes the angle function defined by (2.2). Then,
− ψ+ < Θ(p, t) < ψ− for (p, t) ∈ (−1, 1)× [0, T ),(3.3)
κ(p, t) < 0 for (p, t) ∈ [−1, 1]× [0, T ).(3.4)
Proof. First, we prove (3.3). By virtue of (1.3) and (A4), the angle function Θ satisfies
− ψ+ ≤ Θ(p, 0) ≤ ψ− for p ∈ [−1, 1],
Θ(±1, t) = ∓ψ± for t ∈ [0, T ).(3.5)
Furthermore, since Θ satisfies the differential equation (2.8), we can apply the maximum
principle to obtain (3.3) by virtue of (2.4).
Next, we prove (3.4). Since (3.3) and (3.5) hold, we see that p = 1 and p = −1 are the
minimum point and the maximum point of Θ, respectively. Therefore, applying the Hopf
lemma, we obtain
(3.6) κ(±1, t) < 0 for t ∈ (0, T )
by virtue of (2.4). Now, let W (p, t) := κ(p, t)eµt, where µ is a constant to be chosen
latter. From the equation (2.5), we obtain the following differential equation for W (p, t):
(3.7) Wt = Wss + αWs +W
(
κ2 +
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
κ+ µ
)
.
If we choose µ >
(ψ+ + ψ−)2
8piA(0)
, then we have by (3.2)
(3.8) κ2 +
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
κ+µ =
(
κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
2L(t)
)2
+µ− (ψ+ + ψ−)
2
4(L(t))2
≥ µ− (ψ+ + ψ−)
2
8piA(0)
> 0.
Now fix a time 0 < t1 < T and define
Wmax(t) := sup
p∈[−1,1]
W (p, t), β(t1) := max{Wmax(0), max
t∈[0,t1]
W (±1, t)}.
Note that β(t1) < 0 from (A4) and (3.6). Suppose that at some time t2 ∈ (0, t1], β(t1) <
Wmax(t2) < 0 to obtain a contradiction. Let tmax ∈ (0, t1] be the smallest time such that
W (pmax, tmax) = Wmax(t2) for some interior point pmax ∈ (−1, 1). Then, we have
Wt ≥ 0, W = Wmax(t2) < 0, Ws = 0, Wss ≥ 0 at (pmax, tmax).
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x(1, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="+Oj0jwv5RFI6WVa85rQpi4QydYs=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66v uuruDRcGptKJdLMIiFOwsWxVEtC0+yuKct+ZXfaoPEHnNwEJxIR8TNc/AGH/gTpkcTFwdvtJkKDdzIzzzzzPu88M6O5puELxmoRqa29o7Oruyfa29c/MBgbGs77TtnTeU53TMfb1FSfm4bNc8 IQJt90Pa5amsk3tIPlxv5GhXu+4djr4sjlBUvdtY2SoauCqPxhSpkSk8WYzNIsiEQrUEIgI4yME7vDNnbgQEcZFjhsCMImVPjUtqCAwSWugCpxHiEj2Oc4QZS0ZcrilKESe0DjLq22QtamdaOm H6h1OsWk7pEygSR7ZvfslT2xB/bCPn6tVQ1qNLwc0aw1tdwtDp7Gs+//qiyaBfa+VH96FihhPvBqkHc3YBq30Jv6yvH5a3ZhLVmdYDesTv6vWY090g3sypt+u8rXrhClD1B+PncryE+nlZn09 OqsvLgUfkU3xjCOFL33HBaxggxydO4+znCBy0hdGpLi0mgzVYqEmhF8C0n+BPsSi1A=</latexit>
 (0)
<latexit sha1_base64="lpiq0/yaDCF95uJ hYiatQtnCE2M=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/EVH4UQBDFEYhNuVFCsgjaWeRgT0SC76xgX9 8XuJqDBH7C1sFALBRHxM2z8AQs/QQQbBRsLbzYLokG9w8ycOXPPnTMziq1rrkf0GJLa2js6u7 p7wr19/QODkaHhNdeqOqooqJZuOSVFdoWumaLgaZ4uSrYjZEPRRVHZW27sF2vCcTXLXPX2bVE 25Iqp7Wiq7DG1vlmRDUNO0PRWJEZJ8mOiFaQCEEMQGStyjU1sw4KKKgwImPAY65DhcttACgS buTLqzDmMNH9f4BBh1lY5S3CGzOwejxVebQSsyetGTddXq3yKzt1h5QTi9EA39Er3dEtP9PFr rbpfo+Fln2elqRX21uDRWP79X5XBs4fdL9Wfnj3sYMH3qrF322cat1Cb+trByWt+MRevT9ElP bP/C3qkO76BWXtTr7Iid4owf0Dq53O3grWZZGo2OZOdi6WXgq/oRhSTSPB7zyONFWRQ4HMNH OMM56EXaVSKSuPNVCkUaEbwLaSpTwCqjLQ=</latexit>
 (t)
<latexit sha1_base64="TNiNzgsMyspQdOocVh1qwG9SZws=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3 /EVH4UQhGBQtAkTFRSroI1lHuYhicjsOsbFfbE7CWjwB2wtLNRCQUT8DBt/wMJPEMFGwcbCm82CqKh3mJkzZ+65c2ZGdQzdk4w9hJS29o7Oru6ecG9f/8BgZGi44Nk1VxN5zTZst6RyTxi6Jf JSl4YoOa7gpmqIorq70twv1oXr6ba1JvccsWHyqqVv6xqXRK1Xqtw0+bSc2YzEWYL5EfsJkgGII4i0HblCBVuwoaEGEwIWJGEDHB61MpJgcIjbQIM4l5Du7wscIEzaGmUJyuDE7tJYpVU5YC1a N2t6vlqjUwzqLiljmGT37Jq9sDt2wx7Z+6+1Gn6Nppc9mtWWVjibg4djubd/VSbNEjufqj89S2xj0feqk3fHZ5q30Fr6+v7xS24pO9mYYhfsifyfswd2Szew6q/aZUZkTxCmD0h+f+6foDCbS M4lZjPz8dRy8BXdiGIC0/TeC0hhFWnk6VwTRzjFWehZGVWiyngrVQkFmhF8CWXqA4jujPg=</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="kqksgV29kEVi+nuGsxDaY7DP4ng=">AAACZHichVFNSwJBGH7cv swsLQmCICQxOsloQdFJ6tLRj/wAE9ndxlpcd5fdVTLpD9S16NCpICL6GV36Ax38A0F0NOjSodd1IUqqd5iZZ555n3eemZEMVbFsxjoeYWh4ZHTMO+6b8E9OBYLTM3lLb5gyz8m6qptFSbS4qm g8Zyu2youGycW6pPKCVNvq7Rea3LQUXduxWwYv18V9TakqsmgTlT6sBCMsxpwID4K4CyJwI6UHb7GLPeiQ0UAdHBpswipEWNRKiIPBIK6MNnEmIcXZ5ziGj7QNyuKUIRJbo3GfViWX1Wjdq2k5 aplOUambpAwjyp7YHeuyR3bPXtjHr7XaTo2elxbNUl/LjUrgZC77/q+qTrONgy/Vn55tVLHueFXIu+EwvVvIfX3z6KKb3chE20vsmr2S/yvWYQ90A635Jt+keeYSPvqA+M/nHgT5RCy+EkukV yPJTfcrvJjHIpbpvdeQxDZSyNG5HKc4w7nnWfALIWG2nyp4XE0I30JY+AT3mon8</latexit> x
<latexit sha1_base64="kqksgV29kEVi+nuGsxDaY7DP4ng=">AAACZHichVFNSwJBGH7cv swsLQmCICQxOsloQdFJ6tLRj/wAE9ndxlpcd5fdVTLpD9S16NCpICL6GV36Ax38A0F0NOjSodd1IUqqd5iZZ555n3eemZEMVbFsxjoeYWh4ZHTMO+6b8E9OBYLTM3lLb5gyz8m6qptFSbS4qm g8Zyu2youGycW6pPKCVNvq7Rea3LQUXduxWwYv18V9TakqsmgTlT6sBCMsxpwID4K4CyJwI6UHb7GLPeiQ0UAdHBpswipEWNRKiIPBIK6MNnEmIcXZ5ziGj7QNyuKUIRJbo3GfViWX1Wjdq2k5 aplOUambpAwjyp7YHeuyR3bPXtjHr7XaTo2elxbNUl/LjUrgZC77/q+qTrONgy/Vn55tVLHueFXIu+EwvVvIfX3z6KKb3chE20vsmr2S/yvWYQ90A635Jt+keeYSPvqA+M/nHgT5RCy+EkukV yPJTfcrvJjHIpbpvdeQxDZSyNG5HKc4w7nnWfALIWG2nyp4XE0I30JY+AT3mon8</latexit>
x( 1, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="uyWGagJZ2ANifzX t4Zrb7LHOdUk=">AAACanichVFNLwNBGH66vuuruBCXRhESmndLQpyEiyOtapMS2V1TNt2v7 G4b1fgDbk4STiQi4me4+AMOfoJwI3Fx8Ha7iSB4JzPzzDPv884zM6pj6J5P9BCRmppbWtvaO6 KdXd09vbG+/g3PLruayGq2Ybt5VfGEoVsi6+u+IfKOKxRTNUROLS3X93MV4Xq6ba37VUdsmcq upRd1TfGZyu1PTMtTNLkdS1CSgoj/BHIIEghj1Y5dYRM7sKGhDBMCFnzGBhR43AqQQXCY20K NOZeRHuwLHCLK2jJnCc5QmC3xuMurQshavK7X9AK1xqcY3F1WxjFG93RNL3RHN/RI77/WqgU1 6l6qPKsNrXC2e48GM2//qkyefex9qv707KOI+cCrzt6dgKnfQmvoKwcnL5mF9FhtnC7oif2f0 wPd8g2syqt2uSbSZ4jyB8jfn/sn2Egl5Zlkam02sbgUfkU7hjGCCX7vOSxiBavIBu6OcYqzy LPULw1Jw41UKRJqBvAlpNEP84yLQw==</latexit>
x(1, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="s/gYjoNAjhGMLQO b/2SHvn7V2Y0=">AAACaXichVFNLwNBGH66vqq+Wi4Nl0ZTIZHmXSTEqeHiWKoloWl212DZ7 m52t41q/AEnN8GJRET8DBd/wMFPEEcSFwdvt5sIDd7JzDzzzPu888yMahu66xE9haS29o7Orn B3pKe3r38gGhssuFbF0UReswzLWVcVVxi6KfKe7hli3XaEUlYNsabuLzb216rCcXXLXPVqtii WlR1T39Y1xWOqcDAuT9JEKZqkNPmRaAVyAJIIImtFb7CJLVjQUEEZAiY8xgYUuNw2IINgM1d EnTmHke7vCxwhwtoKZwnOUJjd53GHVxsBa/K6UdP11RqfYnB3WJlAih7pll7pge7omT5+rVX3 azS81HhWm1phlwaO47n3f1Vlnj3sfqn+9OxhG3O+V5292z7TuIXW1FcPT19z8yup+hhd0Qv7v 6QnuucbmNU37XpZrFwgwh8g/3zuVlCYSsvT6anlmWRmIfiKMEYwinF+71lksIQs8nzuHk5wh vPQixST4tJwM1UKBZohfAsp+QlyzosM</latexit>
x( 1, t)
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Figure 2. Possible case with a loss of the simplicity.
This contradicts with (3.7) and (3.8), and we conclude that
κ(p, t) ≤ Wmax(t)e−µt ≤ β(t1)e−µt < 0
for any p ∈ [−1, 1] and 0 < t < t1 < T . 
Remark 3.4. The argument for (3.4) is based on the argument in [12]. The preservation
of the convexity also holds for the flow of a Jordan curve governed by (1.1). While the
simplicity of a closed curve with single rotation index follows immediately from its con-
vexity as in [12], we do not know whether the curve γ(t) is simple or not in our problem
under the assumptions (A1)–(A4). Indeed, by (3.4), the simplicity of the concave curve
γ(t) is equivalent to the condition x(−1, t) < x(1, t) and it seems that x(−1, t) > x(1, t)
could possibly hold for some initial curve when ψ+ + ψ− > pi (see Figure 2). At least in
the case ψ+ + ψ− ≤ pi, the condition x(−1, t) < x(1, t) holds for any t > 0 by virtue of
the comparison principle. If γ(t) is not simple, then A(t) does not coincide with the area
enclosed by γ(t) and the x-axis.
Remark 3.5. For the motion of a Jordan curve governed by (1.1), the length of the
curve is uniformly bounded by virtue of the variational structure as mentioned in the
introduction. However, the variational structure for our problem is different from that for
the motion of a Jordan curve. Therefore, we need some argument to prove the uniform
boundedness of the length of the curve in our problem. For the motion of a concave graph,
Shimojo and the author [21] proved the uniform boundedness of length. One of the key
arguments in [21] for obtaining the boundedness is to compare the area A(t) and the area
of an interior triangle between γ(t) and the x-axis. In that problem, the area A(t) is larger
than the area of an interior triangle, because A(t) coincides with the area enclosed by γ(t)
and the x-axis. However, we cannot compare these areas in our problem because of the
possibility of losing the simplicity of γ(t) as in Remark 3.4. The uniform boundedness of
length was applied to obtain the uniform boundedness of the curvature in [21]. Therefore,
we assume (A6) and (A7) in our problem, noting that the boundedness or otherwise of the
length and the curvature should be studied further.
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Since the curve γ(t) is concave at any time t, the angle function Θ defined by (2.2) is
injective. Therefore, we can re-parametrize γ(t) by the angle θ ∈ [−ψ+, ψ−] between the
tangent vector T and the x-axis. We will use this angle parameter θ from here on. As
in [21, Section 4], we introduce the following differential equation for κ in the variables θ
and t:
(3.9)

κt = κ
2
(
κθθ + κ+
ψ++ψ−
L(t)
)
for − ψ+ < θ < ψ−, t > 0,
κθ = cot θ
(
κ+ ψ++ψ−
L(t)
)
for θ = ∓ψ±, t > 0,
κ(θ, 0) = κ0(θ) for − ψ+ ≤ θ ≤ ψ−
with the initial condition
(3.10)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
sin θ
κ0(θ)
dθ = 0.
Note that the length and the position of γ(t) can be represented by the left endpoint
x(−1, 0) at t = 0 and the curvature κ using the variables θ and t as
L(t) = −
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
dθ
κ(θ, t)
,(3.11)
x(−1, t) = x(−1, 0)− 1
sinψ−
∫ t
0
κ(ψ−, t˜) +
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t˜)
dt˜,(3.12)
γ(t) =
{(
x(−1, t)−
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κ(θ˜, t)
dθ˜,−
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κ(θ˜, t)
dθ˜
)
: −ψ+ ≤ θ ≤ ψ−
}
.(3.13)
From the representation (3.13), we see that the condition (3.10) is equivalent to the
boundary condition (1.2) at t = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
(3.14)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
sin θ
κ(θ, t)
dθ = 0 for t ≥ 0
since the derivative of the integral is zero for any solution to (3.9). This condition is
equivalent to (1.2). Moreover, according to (3.13), (3.14) and N = (− sin θ, cos θ), the
area A(t) defined by (1.9) can be represented using κ(θ, t) as
(3.15) A(t) =
1
2
(
−
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
sin θ
κ(θ, t)
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κ(θ˜, t)
dθ˜dθ +
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
cos θ
κ(θ, t)
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κ(θ˜, t)
dθ˜dθ
)
.
In order to prove the global stability of the traveling waves obtained by [14], we find
a Lyapunov functional for the differential equation (3.9). In this argument, we will need
the boundedness of |κθ| and the uniform negativity of κ. We remark that Lemma 3.3
only shows the negativity of κ at any positive time. Hence we cannot obtain the uniform
boundedness of |κθ| even if |κs| is uniformly bounded since ∂∂θ = 1κ · ∂∂s holds. The proof
of the following lemma is based on [2, 6].
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Lemma 3.6. Assume (A1)–(A7) and let X be the solution to (1.1)–(1.3) obtained by
Theorem 1.1. Then, for any ε > 0, there exists a constant M1 > 0 such that
(3.16) |κθ(θ, t)| ≤M1 for (θ, t) ∈ [−ψ+, ψ−]× [ε,∞).
Proof. Denote I := [−ψ+, ψ−] for simplicity. We note that ‖κθ(·, ε)‖L∞(I) is bounded by
some constant depending on ε by virtue of the higher regularity in Lemma 2.4 and the
assumptions (A6) and (A7). Here, (3.4) is also used since the relation ∂
∂θ
= 1
κ
· ∂
∂s
holds.
We prove
(3.17) sup
I×[ε,∞)
(κ2 + κ2θ) ≤ max
{
sup
I×[ε,∞)
κ2, sup
I×{ε}
(κ2 + κ2θ), sup
{∓ψ±}×[ε,∞)
(κ2 + κ2θ)
}
.
By virtue of the assumption (A6), the isoperimetric inequality (3.2) and the boundary
condition of (3.9), we may see that the right hand side of (3.17) is bounded as
sup
I×[ε,∞)
κ2 ≤ c21,(3.18)
sup
I×{ε}
(κ2 + κ2θ) ≤ c21 + ‖κθ(·, ε)‖2L∞(I),(3.19)
sup
{∓ψ±}×[ε,∞)
(κ2 + κ2θ) ≤ c21 + max{cot2 ψ+, cot2 ψ−}
(
c1 +
ψ+ + ψ−√
2piA(0)
)2
.(3.20)
Therefore, it is enough to prove (3.17) in order to obtain the conclusion. Let Ψ(θ, t) =
κ2(θ, t)+κ2θ(θ, t) and let T > ε be fixed. Suppose at (θ0, t0) ∈ I×[ε, T ] we have Φ(θ0, t0) =
supI×[ε,T ](κ
2 + κ2θ). Then we may assume θ0 is an interior point in I and t0 > ε since
otherwise we are done. We claim that κθ(θ0, t0) = 0. If not, we will have
Φθ
2κθ
= κθθ + κ = 0,(3.21)
Φθθ = 2κθθ(κθθ + κ) + 2κθ(κθθθ + κθ) = 2κθ(κθθθ + κθ) ≤ 0,(3.22)
Φt ≥ 0(3.23)
at (θ0, t0). On the other hand, by virtue of (3.9), we obtain by a simple calculation
(3.24) Φt = 2κ
2κθ(κθθθ + κθ) + (2κ
3 + 4κ2θκ)
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
+ (4κκ2θ + 2κ
3)(κθθ + κ)
for (θ, t) ∈ I × [0, T ]. Since κ is negative at finite time t0, substituting (3.21) and (3.22)
into (3.24), we obtain Φt < 0. This contracts with (3.23). Therefore κθ(θ0, t0) = 0 and
we conclude that
sup
I×[0,T ]
(κ2 + κ2θ) = κ
2(θ0, t0) ≤ sup
I×[0,T ]
κ2.
Thus, we obtain (3.17). The estimate (3.16) follows form (3.17)–(3.20) and supI×[ε,∞) κ
2
θ ≤
supI×[ε,∞) κ
2 + κ2θ. 
Next, we prove the uniform negativity of the curvature.
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Lemma 3.7. Assume (A1)–(A7) and let X be the solution to (1.1)–(1.3) obtained by
Theorem 1.1. Then, there exists a constant M2 > 0 such that
(3.25) κ(θ, t) ≤ −M2 for (θ, t) ∈ [−ψ+, ψ−]× [0,∞).
Proof. In proof by contradiction, suppose that there exists a sequence (θi, ti) ∈ [−ψ+, ψ−]×
[0,∞) such that
(3.26) lim
i→∞
κ(θi, ti) = 0.
Since [−ψ+, ψ−] is compact and κ is negative at finite time, we may assume
lim
i→∞
θi = θˆ, lim
i→∞
ti =∞
for some θˆ ∈ [−ψ+, ψ−] without loss of generality. First we consider the case θˆ 6= −ψ+.
Let s(θ, t) is the arc-length at (x(θ, t), y(θ, t)) ∈ γ(t). By virtue of ∂
∂θ
= 1
κ
· ∂
∂s
and (A7),
we may see that
(3.27) −
∫ θi
−ψ+
dθ
κ(θ, ti)
= |s(θi, ti)− s(−ψ+, ti)| ≤ L(ti) ≤ c2
for arbitrary i ∈ N. Now, we prove the left hand side of (3.27) diverges to infinity as
i→∞. Applying (3.16), we have
−κ(θ, ti) = (κ(θi, ti)− κ(θ, ti))− κ(θi, ti) ≤M1|θ − θi| − κ(θi, ti) = M1(θi − θ)− κ(θi, ti)
for arbitrary θ ∈ [−ψ+, θi] and sufficiently large i ∈ N. Therefore, we obtain
(3.28) −
∫ θi
−ψ+
dθ
κ(θ, ti)
≥
∫ θi
−ψ+
dθ
C1(θi − θ)− κ(θi, ti) =
1
M1
log
(
M1(θi + ψ+)− κ(θi, ti)
−κ(θi, ti)
)
for sufficiently large i ∈ N. By virtue of the convergence (3.26) and limi→∞ θi = θˆ 6= −ψ+,
the right hand side of (3.28) diverges to infinity, and hence the left hand side also diverges
to infinity. This contradicts with (3.27). In the case θˆ 6= ψ−, we can obtain a contradiction
by a similar argument. Therefore, we obtain (3.25). 
3.2. Traveling waves. As mentioned in the introduction, the existence of traveling waves
was studied by [14, 21]. We recall the existence theory from [14] for convenience.
Theorem 3.8 ([14, Theorem 1]). For any ψ± ∈ (0, pi), there exists a traveling wave W(t)
for (1.1)–(1.3) defined as (1.6) such that
−
∫
W(0)
κW ds = ψ+ + ψ−, LW = 1,
where κW and LW are the curvature and the length of W(0), respectively. Furthermore,
the traveling wave is concave (i.e. κW < 0) and unique except the translation parallel to
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the x-axis. In addition, the wave speed c and the curvature κW fulfill
ψ−
 >=<
ψ+ ⇐⇒ c
 >=<
 0,(3.29)
κW(θ) = −c sin θ − (ψ+ + ψ−) for − ψ+ ≤ θ ≤ ψ−.(3.30)
We next study the positivity of the area AW defined by (1.10) for the traveling wave
obtained in Theorem 3.8. The positivity is not obvious, because we do not know whether
the profile curve W(0) is simple (see also Remark 3.4).
Lemma 3.9. Let W(t) be the traveling wave obtained in Theorem 3.8. Then,
(3.31) x−,W < x+,W , AW > 0,
where x−,W is the left endpoint of W(0), x+,W is the right endpoint of W(0) and AW is
the area defined by (1.10).
Proof. When ψ+ = ψ−, (3.31) obviously holds since W(0) is an arc. Thus, we consider
only in the case ψ+ 6= ψ−. According to the representation as (3.13), we can see
x+,W = x−,W −
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
cos θ
κW(θ)
dθ.
Therefore, we obtain by virtue of (3.30)
(3.32) x+,W − x−,W =
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
cos θ
c sin θ + (ψ+ + ψ−)
dθ =
1
c
log
(
c sinψ− + (ψ+ + ψ−)
−c sinψ+ + (ψ+ + ψ−)
)
.
Here, the negativity of κW = −c sin θ − (ψ+ + ψ−) have used. From the sign of c as in
(3.29), we obtain
c sinψ− + (ψ+ + ψ−)
−c sinψ+ + (ψ+ + ψ−) > 1 if ψ+ < ψ−,
c sinψ− + (ψ+ + ψ−)
−c sinψ+ + (ψ+ + ψ−) < 1 if ψ+ > ψ−.
Substituting the above inequality into (3.32) and applying (3.29) again, we conclude
x−,W < x+,W . Hence, the profile curveW(0) is simple and AW is positive since it coincides
with the area enclosed by W(0) and the x-axis. 
When a pair (W(0), c) constructs a traveling wave as (1.6), scaled and translated trav-
eling waves
Wλ,a(t) := λW(0) + (c/λ)t~e1 + a~e1
can be constructed for any λ > 0 and any a ∈ R, where ~e1 = (1, 0). By virtue of the
positivity of AW and the invariance under scaling and translation, we can rewrite Theorem
3.8 as the following corollary so that it can be applied to our problem.
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Figure 3. An example of a non-concave graph with negative area.
Corollary 3.10. For any A∗ > 0, there exists a traveling wave W(t) for (1.1)–(1.3)
defined as (1.6) such that AW = A∗ and
−
∫
W(0)
κW ds = ψ+ + ψ−,
where κW is the curvature ofW(0) and AW is defined by (1.10). Furthermore, the traveling
wave is concave and unique except the translation parallel to the x-axis. In addition, the
wave speed c and the curvature κW fulfill (3.29) and
(3.33) κW(θ) = −c sin θ − ψ+ + ψ−
LW
for − ψ+ ≤ θ ≤ ψ−,
where LW is the length of W(0).
Remark 3.11. According to Theorem 3.8 and (3.31), there is no traveling wave such that
−
∫
W(0)
κW ds = ψ+ + ψ−, AW ≤ 0.
However, the area A(0) can be non-positive if we do not assume the concavity or simplicity
of the initial curve γ(0) (see Figure 3). In this case, the asymptotic behavior of a global-
in-time solution and its singularities are not obvious.
In the present paper, our aim is to prove the convergence of a global-in-time solution
for the traveling wave without the assumption of “closeness” between the initial curve
and a traveling wave. The local exponential stability of the traveling wave was proved
by [21] when ψ± ∈ (0, pi/2), which is required a “closeness” between the solution and a
traveling wave. The proof of the local exponential stability in [21] is based on the spectral
analysis of a linearized problem for a generalized differential equation of (3.9) around the
stationary solution κW obtained in (3.33). One of the key properties for proving that the
spectrum of the linearized problem consists of non-positive eigenvalues is that the zero
level set of sin θ is a simple point in [−ψ+, ψ−]. This property of the sine function holds
for general angle conditions ψ± ∈ (0, pi). Therefore, the local exponential stability in [21]
can be expanded to the more general case ψ± ∈ (0, pi) as in the following theorem. The
proof of the following theorem is the same as the proof in [21].
Theorem 3.12 ([21, Theorem 1.2, Theorem 5.1]). Let γ(t) and W(t) be a global-in-time
solution to (1.1)–(1.3) and the traveling wave obtained by [14] such that A(0) = AW ,
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respectively. Denote κ(θ, t) and κW(θ) by the curvature of γ(t) and W(0), respectively.
Assume ‖κ(·, 0)− κW‖L∞ is sufficiently small. Then, there exists a constant a ∈ R such
that, as t → ∞, κ(·, t) and γ(t) exponentially converge to κW in C∞ and W(t) + a~e1 in
the Hausdorff metric, respectively, where ~e1 = (1, 0).
The convergence of γ(t) can be easily seen from the convergence of κ in the represen-
tations (3.12) and (3.13). According to Theorem 3.12, it is enough to prove that the
curvature of a global-in-time solution is sufficiently close to the curvature of a traveling
wave at some time to prove the global stability of the traveling waves.
4. Global stability of traveling waves
In this section, we prove the global stability of the traveling waves obtained by Corollary
3.10 in the sense of Theorem 1.2. Under the assumptions (A4)–(A7), κ(·, t) is uniformly
bounded in C∞([−ψ+, ψ−]) by virtue of (3.25) and ∂∂θ = 1κ · ∂∂s . Therefore, we can apply
the Ascoli-Arzela´ theorem to κ(θ, t). In the following, we study the ω-limit points of
{κ(θ, t)}t≥0.
We note that the variable θ and the curvature κ does not depend on the translation
of γ(t) parallel to the x-axis. As mentioned in Remark 2.5, the functional E(γ) is not
bounded from blow because of the dependence of E(γ) on the translation. Therefore, we
find a Lyapunov functional of κ(θ, t) to analyze the ω-limit points of {κ(θ, t)}t≥0.
Definition 4.1. Define functionals F1 and F2 as
F1(t) :=
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
−1
2
κ2θ(θ, t) +
1
2
κ2(θ, t) + κ(θ, t)
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
dθ
+ cotψ−
(
1
2
κ2(ψ−, t) + κ(ψ−, t)
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
+ cotψ+
(
1
2
κ2(−ψ+, t) + κ(−ψ+, t)ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
,
F2(t) :=
(ψ+ + ψ−)2
2(L(t))2
{(ψ+ + ψ−) + cotψ− + cotψ+}.
Let F (t) be the sum of F1(t) and F2(t) and denote F˜ (t) by
(4.1) F˜ (t) := (L(t))2exp
(
−
2
∫ ψ−
−ψ+ log(−κ) dθ
ψ+ + ψ−
)
F (t).
We prove −F˜ (t) is a Lyapunov function. Here, we note that Ho¨lder’s inequality implies
(4.2)
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
)2
≤ (ψ+ + ψ−)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ.
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Lemma 4.2. For t ∈ (0,∞), the functional F˜ (t) satisfies
(4.3)
d
dt
F˜ (t) = (L(t))2exp
(
−
2
∫ ψ−
−ψ+ log(−κ) dθ
ψ+ + ψ−
)(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ − 1
ψ+ + ψ−
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
)2)
.
Proof. We obtain by applying (3.9) and integration by parts
(4.4)
d
dt
F1(t) =
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
(
κθθ + κ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
)
dθ
− ψ+ + ψ−
(L(t))2
L′(t)
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ dθ + κ(ψ−, t) cotψ− + κ(−ψ+, t) cosψ+
)
=
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ − ψ+ + ψ−
(L(t))2
L′(t)
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ dθ + κ(ψ−, t) cotψ− + κ(−ψ+, t) cosψ+
)
.
We calculate the second term of the right hand side of (4.4). By applying (3.9) and
integration by parts, we have
(4.5)∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ = 2F1(t)− ψ+ + ψ−
L(t)
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ dθ + κ(ψ−, t) cotψ− + κ(−ψ+, t) cotψ+
)
.
Furthermore, (4.5) and (3.9) imply
(4.6)
L′(t)
L(t)
=
1
L(t)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ2
dθ
=
1
L(t)
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ dθ + κ(ψ−, t) cotψ− + κ(−ψ+, t) cotψ+
)
+
2
ψ+ + ψ−
F2(t)
=
2F (t)
ψ+ + ψ−
− 1
ψ+ + ψ−
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ.
By substituting (4.5) and (4.6) into (4.4), we obtain
d
dt
F1(t) =
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ − 2L
′(t)
L(t)
F1(t) +
L′(t)
L(t)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
=
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ − 2L
′(t)
L(t)
F1(t) +
2F (t)
ψ+ + ψ−
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ − 1
ψ+ + ψ−
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
)2
.
Since F ′2(t) coincides with −2L′(t)F2(t)/L(t), the equality is equivalent to
d
dt
F (t) + 2
L′(t)
L(t)
F (t)− 2F (t)
ψ+ + ψ−
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ =
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
− 1
ψ+ + ψ−
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
)2
.
This concludes (4.3). 
Since the equality holds in (4.2) only if κt = ακ for some α ∈ R, we need the following
lemma to analyze the ω-limit points of {κ(θ, t)}t≥0.
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Lemma 4.3. Assume a negative valued function κˆ ∈ C∞([−ψ, ψ+]) and a constant α ∈ R
satisfies
ακˆ = κˆ2
(
κˆθθ + κˆ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(κˆ)
)
for − ψ+ < θ < ψ−,(4.7)
κˆθ = cot θ
(
κˆ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(κˆ)
)
for θ = ∓ψ±,(4.8) ∫ ψ−
−ψ+
sin θ
κˆ(θ)
dθ = 0,(4.9)
1
2
(
−
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
sin θ
κˆ(θ)
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜dθ +
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
cos θ
κˆ(θ)
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜dθ
)
> 0,(4.10)
where L(κˆ) = − ∫ ψ−−ψ+ dθκˆ . Then, α is 0 and κˆ coincides with κW obtained in Corollary
3.10 with
(4.11) A∗ =
1
2
(
−
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
sin θ
κˆ(θ)
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜dθ +
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
cos θ
κˆ(θ)
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜dθ
)
.
Proof. Let γˆ be the plane curve constructed as
γˆ =
{(
−
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κˆ(θ˜, t)
dθ˜,−
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜
)
: −ψ+ ≤ θ ≤ ψ−
}
.
First, we prove α = 0. Denote Sˆ(θ) by the support function of γˆ, namely,
Sˆ(θ) := sin θ
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜ − cos θ
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜ for − ψ+ ≤ θ ≤ ψ−.
By a simple calculation, we obtain
Sˆθ(θ) = cos θ
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜ + sin θ
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜,(4.12)
Sˆθθ + Sˆ = −1/κˆ.(4.13)
By integrating (4.13) and using the boundary condition (4.9), we have
(4.14)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
Sˆ(θ) dθ = L(κˆ) + cosψ+
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
cos θ
κˆ(θ)
dθ.
Multiplying (4.7) by Sˆ/κˆ2 and integrating it, we obtain
(4.15)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
αSˆ
κˆ
dθ =
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
(
κˆθθ + κˆ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(κˆ)
)
Sˆ dθ.
Now, we calculate the both sides of (4.15). For the right hand side, applying the integra-
tion by parts, (4.8), (4.9), (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14), we obtain
(4.16)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
(
κˆθθ + κˆ+
ψ+ + ψ−
L(κˆ)
)
Sˆ dθ
=
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κˆ(Sˆθθ + Sˆ) dθ +
ψ+ + ψ−
L(κˆ)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
Sˆ dθ + [κˆθSˆ − κˆSˆθ]ψ−−ψ+ = 0.
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Combining (4.15) and (4.16), we have
α
(
−
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
sin θ
κˆ(θ)
∫ ψ−
θ
cos θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜dθ +
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
cos θ
κˆ(θ)
∫ ψ−
θ
sin θ˜
κˆ(θ˜)
dθ˜dθ
)
=
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
αSˆ
κˆ
dθ = 0.
By virtue of (4.10), it implies α = 0.
Next, we prove the last statement of Lemma 4.3. Since α is zero and κˆ satisfies (4.7)–
(4.9), κˆ is a stationary solution to (3.9). Therefore, the moving curve constructed by
(3.12) and (3.13) with κ(·, t) ≡ κˆ and arbitrary x(−1, 0) is a traveling wave for (1.1)–
(1.3). By virtue of the uniqueness of the traveling wave in Corollary 3.10, the plane curve
γˆ coincides with the profile curve W(0) obtained in Corollary 3.10 with (4.11) up to the
translation parallel to the x-axis. Therefore, the curvature κˆ of γˆ also coincides with the
curvature κW of W(0). 
Finally, we prove Theorem 1.2
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix a positive constant ε > 0. By virtue of assumptions (A6), (A7),
the higher regularity as in Lemma 2.4, (3.25) and ∂
∂θ
= 1
κ
· ∂
∂s
, we obtain the uniformly
boundedness of ‖κ(θ, t)‖Ck([−ψ+,ψ−]) with respect to t ∈ [ε,∞) for arbitrary k ∈ N. We
note that ‖κt(θ, t)‖Ck−2([−ψ+,ψ−]) is also uniformly bounded by virtue of the differential
equation in (3.9). Applying the Ascoli-Arzela´ theorem, we may see that there exists a
sequence ti diverging to infinity and functions κˆ, κ ∈ C∞([−ψ+, ψ−]) such that
(4.17) κ(·, ti)→ κˆ in C∞([−ψ+, ψ−]), κt(·, ti)→ κ in C∞([−ψ+, ψ−])
as i → ∞. Hereafter, we prove that κˆ satisfies the assumptions in Lemma 4.3. The
negativity of κˆ follows from (3.25). By virtue of the representation of the length (3.11),
L(ti) converges to L(κˆ), where L(κˆ) = −
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
dθ
κˆ
. Therefore, (4.8) can be obtained by
taking the limit of the boundary condition of (3.9). The condition (4.9) follows from the
limit of (3.14). Since the area A(t) represented by (3.15) is preserved with respect time
and the area A(0) at initial time is positive, the limit of (3.15) implies (4.10). In order
to see that κˆ satisfies (4.7), it is enough to prove κ = ακˆ for some α ∈ R by virtue of the
differential equation in (3.9).
Let F˜ (t) be the functional defined by (4.1). We will apply Lemma 4.2 to analyze the
relation between the limit of the curvatures κˆ and κ. We note that
(4.18)
∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ − 1
ψ+ + ψ−
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
)2
is non-negative as we mentioned for (4.2). By virtue of (3.2), (3.25) and the uniformly
boundedness of ‖κ(·, t)‖C1([−ψ+,ψ−]) with respect to t ∈ [ε,∞), there exist constants
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M3,M4 > 0 such that
d
dt
F˜ (t) ≥M3
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ − 1
ψ+ + ψ−
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
)2)
,(4.19)
F˜ (t) ≥M4(4.20)
for t ≥ ε. Integrating (4.19) on [ε,∞) and applying (4.20), we have∫ ∞
ε
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2t
κ2
dθ − 1
ψ+ + ψ−
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κt
κ
dθ
)2)
dt ≤ M2 − F˜ (ε)
M1
.
Therefore, since (4.18) is non-negative, (4.18) converges to 0 as t→∞. Thus, we obtain∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ2
κˆ2
dθ =
1
ψ+ + ψ−
(∫ ψ−
−ψ+
κ
κˆ
dθ
)2
by virtue of the convergence (4.17) and the divergence of ti to infinity as i → ∞. From
the condition so that Ho¨leder’s inequality becomes an equality, we may see that κ = ακˆ
for some α ∈ R.
Therefore, we can apply Lemma 4.3 and hence κˆ coincides with κW obtained in Corol-
lary 3.10 with (4.11). From the convergence (4.17), supθ∈[−ψ+,ψ−] |κ(θ, ti) − κW(θ)| is
sufficiently small for large i ∈ N. Thus, Theorem 3.12 can be applied to obtain the
conclusion by replacing the initial time by ti. 
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